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AMTRON® with CPX controller

Start, Standard, Light, Pro, Basic 

Red screwdriver permanently illuminated

System is again ready for 
operation

Note item number and serial number and 
contact the MENNEKES eMobility 

service, phone number 
(phone +49 (0) 27 23 / 41-600)

Press the multi-function button and read 
flash code

1x

1x

1x

Check fault temperature sensor R1
plug connection and PT 1000

2x

3x

4x

2x

3x

4x

Temperature on the PCB is too high 
(>60°C) 

check outside temperature;
Wait until the charging station has cooled 

down

Temperature in the housing is too high 
(>60°C) 

check outside temperature; 
Wait until the charging station has cooled 

down

Charging power is regulated downward due 
to the temperature in the housing.

Charging cable to the vehicle is defective; 
check plug contacts of the coupling and of 

the plug, clean if necessary

Mirror contact error:
 Check lines; check the contactor and 

auxiliary contact for correct hold; do any 
lines press against contactor with the device 

closed?

Connection to the HMI is defective; Check 
plug contacts between CPX Box and HMI

Actuator locking mechanism is faulty; 
Is the plug connection not inserted all the 
way? Foreign object in the socket? Check 

plug contacts in the AMTRON®
Check power supply unit

CPX box faulty/defective;
disconnect Wallbox from the power supply 

(approx. 60 s) restart system

Perform function test with 
test box

No

1. Wrong charging cable
  -Does the PP resistance match the max.
   outer conductor current (DIP switch)?
  -Unplug the charging cable and plug it
   back in again
  -Check charging cable, replace if
   necessary
2. Charging plug not locked
  -Unplug charging cable and plug it back in
   again
  -Check socket for foreign object
3. ELCB or automatic circuit breaker has
   tripped
4. Error on the power supply
  -Check phase monitor
     -Wrong rotary field direction
     -Missing phase
     -Undervoltage / phase failure
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Acknowledge fault with 
multi-function

button

Red screwdriver is flashing

Were corrective measures 
effective?

No

Function test 
passed?

Yes

Yes
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